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New4Mob - MX Player MX Player is one of those programs. Which differs significantly from such video applications with a number of interesting innovations. It is worth noting not only the functional minimalism of the program, which will be dealt with in a couple of minutes even a first-grader (in fact, there are two large menus - menus with
folders, where the video files are located, and the actual menu of the screen of the video file itself), but also a smart intuitive way to control the application. Which is done by touching your fingers to the screens: so you can adjust the volume level, and play a light tap to translate at the right moment ... A special MX Player feature in a
special blocking of extraneous processes when playing a movie. After clicking on a special lock in the corner of the screen, you can forget that some extraneous process or accidental touch to the exit button can prevent you from watching the movie. MX Player is a good and high-quality alternative to a lot of all kinds of video applications
on Android. The program supports hardware and multi-core decoding, a lot of formats of popular video files and subtitles - in general, for a moviegoer the program is quite suitable. Download MX Player.apk Tags: MX Player, player, video, Video Player Page 2 Opera Mini has long gained popularity on mobile devices based on Symbian
and Java. It is this browser that can save as much money and compress the web pages you view. Despite its small weight, the browser is characterized by a lot of settings and features. A version of the Opera Mobile browser was previously published. But this version of the browser is similar not to the computer version, but to the version
mobile phones. So you won't have to get used to the new Android features using the Opera Mini browser. In addition, you are given the opportunity to download free Opera Mini. The browser uses a special cloud technology that allows you to compress web pages as much as possible, while speeding up their download. Traffic
consumption here is reduced up to ten times, which means that you can save a lot of money on mobile internet. Possible to maximise compression of popular sites such as Yandex, Mail.ru, Classmates, Vkontakte, Livejournal. You'll immediately feel how fast the pages are loading. And as fast as it was not on the computer or tablet. The
new version of the browser has transformed the interface, which has a more attractive and modern look. You can zoom in with two fingers. You can control intuitively, thanks to full framing. There are express panels, as well as Opera Link, which is designed to synchronize bookmarks. This browser is great for slow Internet, as well as for
data plans, where there is a megabyte payment of traffic. Download Opera Mini 6.5.2.apk Page 3 New4Mob - Programs - YouTube 2.3.4 YouTube Video Hosting has a huge number of videos. Behind clips, movies all people climb into YouTube. The company was able to successfully implement itself in the field of Internet services.
People, to become famous, upload their videos on YouTube. And it must be said that some people are even good at it. And not only ordinary people, but also the artists themselves download their music videos, as people watching clips on YouTube. Google agreed with YouTube, decided to create its official application for mobile devices
under the Android operating system called YouTube. We have already used this app. A new version of YouTube 2.3.4 was recently released. Some bugs have been corrected here, as well as improvements. For example, when you upload videos, you can change your privacy settings, as well as edit the description and title. The download
interface has been updated, which has become not only convenient, but also beautiful. It's a very nice and convenient feature that you can create, edit, and delete playlists. This feature will be useful for those who frequently use streaming radio. Note that previous versions of the YouTube 2.3.4 app did not have such a feature. By the way,
you can download you for free YouTube 2.3.4. The new version of the app allows you to read new comments when you watch the video openly. If you turn the screen into a landscape size, the video will automatically be translated into full size. Updated 04.09.2016, Voice Control Find unofficial analogues, You can in our new official group
in Download YouTube 2.3.4.apk 32178 Powerful video player with advanced hardware acceleration and subtitle support.a) HARDWARE ACCELERATION Hardware - acceleration can be applied to more videos with the help of the new HW's decoder.b) MULTI-CORE DECODING - MX Player is the first Android player Test result proved
that multi-core device's performance is up to 70% better than single-core devices.c) PINCH TO ZOOM, ZOOM AND PAN - Easily zoom in and out by pinching and swiping across the screen. Zoom and Pan is also available by option.d) SUBTITLE GESTURES - Scroll forward/backward to move to next/previous text, Up/down to move text
up and down, Zoom in/out change the size of text.e) MX FILE SHARING - Fast transfer of files without the use of mobile data. Share your music, share videos, share Files.f) KIDS LOCK - Keep your kids entertained without worrying that they might call or touch other apps. Subtitle formats:- DVD, DVB, SSA/*ASS* subtitle tracks.SubStation Alpha(.ssa/.*ass*) with full styling.- SAMI(.smi) with Ruby tag support.- SubRip(.srt)- MicroDVD(.sub)- VobSub(.sub/.idx)- SubViewer2.0(.sub)- MPL2(.mpl)- TMPlayer(.txt)- Teletext- PJS(.pjs)- WebVTT(.vtt)******Permission Details:–––––––––––––––––––* READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE is required to read your media files in
your primary &amp; secondary storages.* WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE is required to rename or deletion of files and to store the downloaded subtitles.* LOCATION permission is required to help find nearby friends for file transfers.* NETWORK and WIFI permissions are required to get the network status which is required for various
activities like license checking, update checking etc. The Wi-Fi connection is also used for faster file transfers. Bluetooth resolution is required to improve AV synchronization when connecting the Bluetooth headset, and to create connections to transfer files. CAMERA permission is required to scan the R code to transfer files. INTERNET
is required to play online KILL_BACKGROUND_PROCESSES WAKE_LOCK streams. in the background playback, DISABLE_KEYGUARD is required to temporarily prevent the screen from being safely locked when Kids Lock is used. SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW is required to lock some keys when Kids Lock is used. Please install it
again from the product homepage ( If you have any questions, please visit our Facebook page or the XDA MX Player Forum. //forum.xda-developers.com/apps/mx-player-othery-of-the-screens from Elephant Dreams licensed according to Creative Commons Abutia 2.5 c) Copyright 2006, Blender Foundation / Netherlands Institute of
Media Art / www.elephantsdream.orgThe most screens from Big Buck Bunny are licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported. c) Copyright 2008, Blender Foundation / www.bigbuckbunny.org Global Users:Improvements in the MX ShareOTT section: In this version we bring MX Player to your favorite spoken language.
Access App Language from Navigation Drawer.Now to watch the content of your favorite actors by clicking the sketches below the video player and browsing related content from newly introduced Keywords.That's still stuck in your head? Add it to your Favourites.More:- Video streaming speed control in PiP mode In addition to some
major performance improvements, this release also brings a set of updates to MX Share, like Share Story, Invite Your Friends and a few more. Come on, give him a spin! India users:- Now enjoy picture-in-picture mode for your favorite online videos too. Continue browsing while browsing and even when you're outside of the app.- Now
experience a completely immersive experience with our update on short videos (Buzz) - Search now shows relevant keywords too In addition to some major performance improvements, this release also brings a set of updates to MX Share, like Share Story, Invite Your Friends and a few more. Come on, give him a spin! India users:- Now
enjoy picture-in-picture mode for your favorite online videos too. Continue browsing while browsing and even when you are outside the app.- Now experience a completely immersive experience with our update on short videos (Buzz) - Search now shows Related Keywords Too - Offline Sharing Now Available in Editing Mode- Using a
Brightness Control System When Using PIP-FAB - Play Indicators (Daddy Level) work well with background Play-Filename (MX Share) Notch Screen (Lock Mode) problems fixedIndia users: - We're excited Submit MX Games - take part in tournaments and track achievements-Add songs to the queue in the Music section of Share with
Friends- Also Introducing News Powered by NewsPoint - stay up to date with the latest news from the 1000 most-read MX Player newspapers now supports dual/triple press headsets. For users of India:- We are happy to introduce MX Coins - virtual currency, which you earn in the app by performing tasks and allowing you to redeem
partner coupons and premium movies- We have developed a whole new experience for music to make MX Player the best way to listen to free music: Queue and Play Mode, Loop and Shuffle-Now get into use your Google account and/or your phone number-Search has a new layout now faster and more reliable With this release, we
bring you a native 64-bit support. What does that mean? Up to 30% better performance, making your video playback experience on MX Player faster and richer. yes, we also fixed that problem of streaming network and audio playback freezes, which bothered you a lot :) Now watch while you're browsing! Introducing Picture-in-Picture
(Android 8) mode, which allows you to continue to watch local videos even outside the app. For India users:- Don't use WhatsApp Status Often? Dismiss it easily and access it again from the ME. - World Cup experience with Live Cricket Results.- Preview trailers of our original shows without opening a player.- We worked through the
night to save you that extra data cost when streaming live content. We added a pinch of pinch Delight in your app experience. Will you feel the change!? PIP and Chromecast are on track :)For India users: We've given your watch an upgrade experience. Throw your favorite online videos on the big screen with Chromecast! The music
section has BRAND NEW LOOK! More improvisations: - Wanted an easy way to filter downloadable videos? Now you can. - The download file size is now optimized to take up less storage space. We have heard of you and are happy to present the equalizer to your favorite player. More improvisations:- Fast shortcuts are now being
configured.- Media list is now updated properly after changes.- Some cleaning behind the scenes to reduce trail storage.- Problems with quick scrolling on TVs and play speed on some LG devices are fixed. For Indian users:- Want to stream more with a limited data package? The new Data Saver mode is here for you.- The player now
remembers your quality choices. Searching scroll too slowly when going through hundreds of files/folders? We've got some good news! Now scroll quickly at any point on your list. For our Indian users: Want you to be able to change the audio language of a TV show? Now you can. Enjoy your favorite Turkish Hindi shows. Share your
feedback with us through our feedback, report. Local player We applied a fresh coat of paint on MX. now with a picture of a grid with large sketches. For Indian users, Big Reveal is here? Online streaming: Best-in-class TV shows, web series, movies and more at your fingertips. MX Originals: Wait more, our original shows will meet all
your entertainment needs! music: Now enjoy unlimited access to your favorite Bollywood, regional and international hits. New: Dark theme is back for India users to keep their eyes cool! Place: Tab Me - a Dark Topic New: Common File Operations are in your hands with our new menu More for local files. New: Get the content of your
interest with our new content preferences on the Me tab. Fixed: Background playback problems on the latest versions. Fixed: Problems with switching quality on an online player. Fixed: Navigating bar issues on dark topics. New: Support for More Codecs Fixed: Background Plays Problems on New Android Versions Other Minor Bugs
Fixes and Performance Improvements - Get the most common actions taken with ease with new fast shortcuts Improved search subtitles and download to reduce openSubtitle.org issues More appropriate errors when playing bounce Network Problems Restored Language SettingsFixes: Manual language selection doesn't work well on
new android versions Listed as an option on Open With Background Play fails when MX was previously killed by the system Get the most common actions taken with ease, using the new fast shortcuts Improved search subtitles and download to reduce openSubtitle.org issues More suitable errors will be shown on Play failures due to
network problems : Restored Settings Settings Fixed Language: Manual Language Choice Doesn't Work Well on New Versions : Fixed problems with the MediaList screen layout with RTL Languages : Fixed: MX Player is not listed as an option on Open With - Fixed volume control issues in silent mode shows a corresponding error in the
replay increase due to network problems Fixed problems With volume control on Meizu devices Bypassing the way for Android 8.1 excess rotation - Optimized application for faster startup Updated Target API to 26 for better security and performance Fixed problems with storage NTFS on NVIDIA Shield and MI BOX 3 With Android 8.0
Fixed stuttering of some specific videos on HW SW Decoders Fixed blank screen problem in split-screen mode when the screen is locked - qgt; Unlocked Fixed Problems When Downloading Some External Subtitles PGS Fixed Orientation - Button Choice Issues on GDPR, Welcome Screens 1.9.23Update Under GDPR and Other Privacy
Laws Protects Laws1.9.21-1.9.22Corrified: Various Crashes From The Latest Versions1.9.20Fixed: MX Player Not Listed in Google Play for Some Tv Users :Improvements in the MX ShareOTT section: In this version, we bring MX Player in your favorite spoken language. Access App Language from Navigation Drawer.Now to watch the
content of your favorite actors by clicking the sketches below the video player and browsing through related content from the newly introduced Keywords.That song is still stuck in your head? Add it to your Favourites.More:- The speed of playback control with streaming video subtitles in Chromecast- Improvements in PiP mode - Main
support pls playlists Automatic reconnecting network streams when playback fails to end stream Improved processing of errors in network failures Fixed: MX is unable to search for some TS and MPG files Fixed: Failures caused by the availability of the screen service opensubtitles.org : A quick shortcut to closing Please check in the
changelog app for a complete list of changesThe support for external subtitles PGS (.sup)H264 and HEVC 10bit video can be used by force on HW and HW' decodersOption to install angular bias to handle curved screen issuesOption manual background select notifications to set the background color Subtitles :Audio crackling with
subtitles aac_latm Vobsub (idx/sub) does not show HW and SW can not play some h.264 videosFails to run on Android P 1.9.15 Fixed: Brightness can not be reduced to a low brightness system. Brightness. Fixed several ANRs on x86 devices. 1.9.15 Fixed: Brightness cannot be reduced to system low brightness. 1.9.15 Fixed: Brightness
cannot be reduced to system low brightness. 1.9.11 Hi10p Hardware acceleration is now included for devices with the option of RK3399 prefer audio pass, When possible bypass path for OPUS audio crackling due to poor muxing (Menu zgt; Audio zgt; Audio zgt; Fix Broken Audio) » Fixed: Zoom and Panning Problems With Custom Zoom
Fixed: Automatically starts playing in some cases when it's suspended due to a headset shutdown Fixed: Wrong error prompts When Playback Fails Due to Network Error Fixed: Network Stream Closes When Going to Von Improvements on HEVC 12bit Play Fixed Some Crash Launches Fixed Some CrashEs Fixed by Media Scanner
Fixed Problem With Pinch Scaling, which affects the ratio of aspects Fixed by some of the problems associated with previous / Next buttons Fixed a rare empty video playback problem with HW Fixed problem Fixed some problems with rendering SSA subtitles, the TV mode option is now hidden on non-television touchscreen devices to
avoid accidental problems with brightness/volume gesture 1.9.0 and 1.9.3 Support HDMI passthough audio HD Code Support for external audio track library FFMPEG updated More precious zoom and stretch Media scanning to change the speed (Ctrl UP /DOWN) Fixed background playback problems Fixed Media Scanning problems
with external storage Fixed some artifacts HW Fixed 1.9.x crashes Fixed audio stuttering while going to the background fixed some HW problems with HEVC/VP9 codecs bug fix. Added the action option on the headset, disabled under the settings of the Audio. Fixing errors. Added the action option on the headset, disabled under the
settings of the Audio. 1.9.7 - 1.9.8 Fixed: HW SW playback problems with some Improved protocols: Uneven HW's playback of some videos on android 7.x (No-smoothness HW Decoder can't be fixed, since it's broken in the android itself) Fixed: Background game always resumes despite Fixed settings: AVI files start at random: Black
screen in Split-Screen Mode Fixed: Failure of playback of some local playlists m3u Fixed: Empty space at the top of the medialist screen - Improved: Uneven playback of some videos on Android 7.x (No homogeneity HW Decoder can not be corrected Background game always resumes despite settings: AVI files start at random: Black
screen in Split-Screen Mode Fixed: Failure to play some local m3u playlists Fixed: Empty space at the top of the medialist screen - Delete full-screen ads - Remove full-screen ads - Reducing Resource Consumption- Improved Stability - Error Fixed - Reduced Resource Consumption-Improved Stability- Error Fixed - Improvement:
Optimized App Launch Time- Error Fixed 1.8.9 - 1.8.10- Added AV-sync menu to Screen Play → Menu → Audio. This can be used to disable AV-sync if the audio keep stuttering.1.8.8- Error fixes.1.8.7- Added alternative HW decoder for Android 5.0 and above, which will be used automatically on Android 7, HTC devices and

CyanogenMod. For other devices, it can be manually activated on → decoder → alternative decoder HW. - Supports Android 7.0 multi-window. And more. 1.8.9- Added av-sync menu to Playing screen → menu → Audio. This can be used to disable AV-sync if the audio keep stuttering.1.8.8- Error fixes.1.8.7- Added alternative HW
decoder for Android 5.0 and above, which will be used automatically on Android 7, HTC devices and CyanogenMod. For other devices, it can be manually activated on → decoder → alternative decoder HW. - Supports Android 7.0 multi-window. And more. 1.8.8- Error fixes.1.8.7- Added alternative HW decoder for Android 5.0 and above,
which will be used automatically on Android 7, HTC devices and CyanogenMod. For other devices, it can be manually activated on Settings → Decoder → Alternative Decoder HW.- Supports Android 7.0 multi-window.- Added option for playing without video display on The Play Screen → Menu → Display → Video. 1.8.5 - 1.8.6- Error
fixes.1.8.4- Added swipe/pull down interface for refreshing media file. (Update Method can be changed to Settings → List → Update Method) - Added option for unattended Android TV on Settings → Player → Suppress error message...- Fixed MX Player Pro does not work on Android 7.- Other bug fixes and improvements. 1.8.5- Error
fixes.1.8.4- Added swipe/pull down interface for refreshing media file. (Update Method can be changed to Settings → List → Update Method) - Added option for unattended Android TV on Settings → Player → Suppress error message...- Fixed MX Player Pro does not work on Android 7.- Other bug fixes and improvements. Fixing errors.
Added the action option on the headset, disabled under the settings of the Audio. Audio. download mx player apk for android 2.3.6. free download mx player apk for android 2.3.6. mx player codec apk free download for android 2.3.6. mx player pro apk for android 2.3.6
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